HENRY JENNING & SONS
Washington at Fifth Morrison at Second

Now the Spring "Change-Abouts" Begin in Earnest!

There will be new rugs wanted—hundreds are here to select from. There will be new draperies wanted—thousands of yards here. There will be new housewares wanted—a complete stock here.

There will be new furniture wanted—thousands of pieces here. There will be new draperies wanted—all kinds are here. There will be new window shades wanted—all sizes are here.

Exhibition and Sale of
Fine New Rugs

The largest assortments at prices that show a decided advantage over our competitors. Although already constantly committed upon and manufacturers are taking an advance on their products, we are selling Rugs at last year's price point. Our cash purchasing power does it!

$35.00 Axminster Rugs at $26.25
Fine Breglow Axminster and Smith's One-piece Axminster Rugs in beautiful assortment of patterns: 5 feet, 67.25 each.

$26.25

$2.75 Axminster Rugs in 27" size.

$1.50 Brussels Carpets at $1.20
200 yards of Smith's Best Brussels Carpets, with or without borders; variety of patterns. $1.50 Carpets or

See Our Washington-street Window Display of Anglo-Persian and
Hartford Saxony Rugs

Full 54-Piece Porcelain Dinner Set $7.50
The beautiful "Coffet" pattern in semi-vitrivious porcelain; any piece may be replaced from our stock. $7.50

For the Lawn and Garden: 32 Assortments of Hose, Lawn Mowers, Grass Catchers, Spades, Rakes, etc. See Fifth-street windows.

YOUR LUNGS

Are They Weak or Painful?

Do you keep your body in perfect condition? Do you eat well? Do you exercise your body in good weather? Do you have a cold air, wet air, cold wind, or cold water? A LUNG TROUBLE

United States Tread Tires

Dig-in and Suction

The 'Chain' Tread Tire has the two necessary features to prevent skidding and slipping, particularly on wet pavements—the dig-in and the suction. The height of the chain above the surface of the tire gives the dig-in quality. The cup-like shape of the links gives the necessary suction to hold to the road. 'Chain' Treads are the most efficient moderate-priced anti-skids in the world.

United States Tire Company

"Chain" "Nobby" "Ohio" "Royal Crest" "Plate"
"INDIVIDUALIZED TIRE"